
The content within this document aims to assist you in 
providing constructive feedback and adequately preparing the 
youth for a successful and enriching internship experience 
within the realm of sustainability and eco-friendly initiatives. 

Recommendations for Interns Seeking a Green Career  

For Interns Participating in Green Career Internships 

1. Set personal goals: Identify specific skills, knowledge, and experiences you hope to 
gain during your internship. Share these goals with your mentor or supervisor to 
ensure your expectations align with the company's objectives. 

2. Be proactive and engaged: Demonstrate enthusiasm and initiative by actively 
participating in meetings, workshops, and projects. Seek out opportunities to learn 
from your colleagues and contribute to the company's sustainability efforts. 

3. Ask questions and seek feedback: Don't hesitate to ask for clarification or guidance 
when needed. Regularly request feedback from your mentor or supervisor to identify 
areas for improvement and growth. 

4. Build relationships: Network with colleagues and other professionals in the green 
industry. Attend events and workshops to expand your knowledge and connections 
within the field. 

5. Stay organized and manage your time effectively: Keep track of deadlines, 
meetings, and assignments using a calendar or project management tool. Prioritize 
tasks and allocate sufficient time to complete them to the best of your ability. 

6. Adhere to company policies and guidelines: Familiarize yourself with the 
company's code of conduct, safety regulations, and any other relevant policies. Ensure 
that you follow these guidelines throughout your internship. 

7. Reflect on your experience: Regularly reflect on your internship experience and 
evaluate your progress toward your personal goals. Use this information to guide your 
future career decisions and make the most of your time as an intern. 

By following these instructions, interns can create a successful and beneficial green career 
internship experience. This will help interns gain valuable skills and knowledge in sustainable 
industries while providing companies with motivated and engaged employees committed to 
advancing their sustainability initiatives. 

Sample Letters for Interns Applying for an Internship 

Sample Letter 1: 
Subject: Application for Renewable Energy Internship 
Dear [Hiring Manager's Name], 
I am writing to express my interest in the Renewable Energy Internship opportunity at 
[Company Name] as advertised on your website. As a junior pursuing a degree in 
Environmental Engineering at [University Name], I am eager to gain hands-on experience in 
the renewable energy sector and contribute to your company's mission of promoting clean, 
sustainable energy solutions. 



During my academic career, I have completed coursework in renewable energy systems, 
energy efficiency, and environmental sustainability. These courses have provided me with a 
strong foundation in the principles and technologies used in the renewable energy industry. I 
am particularly interested in solar and wind energy and have completed a research project 
comparing the efficiency of different solar panel technologies. 
 
In addition to my academic background, I have experience working on a team to design and 
implement a small-scale solar power system for a local community center. This project 
allowed me to develop my project management, problem-solving, and communication skills, 
which I believe would be valuable assets in the Renewable Energy Internship at [Company 
Name]. 
I am confident that my passion for renewable energy and commitment to environmental 
sustainability make me an excellent candidate for this internship. I would welcome the 
opportunity to contribute to [Company Name]'s ongoing efforts to expand the use of clean, 
renewable energy sources. 
Thank you for considering my application. I look forward to the opportunity to discuss my 
qualifications further. Please find my resume attached for your review. 
Sincerely, 
[Your Full Name] 
 

Sample Letter 2 

Subject: Application for Sustainable Agriculture Internship 
Dear [Hiring Manager's Name], 
I am excited to submit my application for the Sustainable Agriculture Internship at [Company 
Name]. As a senior studying Environmental Science at [University Name], I have developed a 
strong interest in sustainable agriculture and food systems. I am eager to apply my knowledge 
and skills to support your company's mission of promoting environmentally responsible and 
socially equitable farming practices. 
Throughout my studies, I have completed coursework in soil science, agroecology, and 
organic farming methods. My academic background has given me a solid understanding of 
the principles and techniques used in sustainable agriculture, including crop rotation, cover 
cropping, and integrated pest management. 
In addition to my academic experience, I have volunteered at a local community garden for 
the past two years. This hands-on experience has allowed me to develop practical skills in 
organic gardening, composting, and water conservation. I have also gained experience in 
community outreach and education, as I have led workshops on organic gardening techniques 
for garden members and local residents. 
I believe my passion for sustainable agriculture and my practical experience in organic 
gardening make me an ideal candidate for the Sustainable Agriculture Internship at [Company 
Name]. I am eager to learn from your team of experts and contribute to the continued success 
of your sustainable farming initiatives. 
Thank you for considering my application. I have attached my resume for your review and 
look forward to the opportunity to discuss my qualifications further. 
Sincerely, 
[Your Full Name] 
 

Sample Letter 3 



Subject: Application for Green Building Design Internship 
Dear [Hiring Manager's Name], 
I am writing to apply for the Green Building Design Internship at [Company Name]. As a 
recent graduate with a degree in Architecture from [University Name], I am passionate about 
sustainable design and environmental conservation. I am excited about the opportunity to gain 
hands-on experience in green building design while contributing to your company's 
commitment to creating energy-efficient, environmentally friendly spaces. 
During my time at [University Name], I focused on sustainable architecture and completed 
several design projects that incorporated green building principles, such as passive solar 
design, energy-efficient lighting, and sustainable materials selection. My academic experience 
has provided me with a strong foundation in green building design concepts and technologies. 
I have also had the opportunity to intern at a local architectural firm, where I was involved in 
the design and planning of a LEED-certified residential building. This experience allowed me 
to develop my skills in computer-aided design (CAD), project management, and collaboration 
with multidisciplinary teams. 
I am confident that my background in sustainable architecture and my commitment to 
environmental conservation make me an excellent candidate for the Green Building Design 
Internship at [Company Name]. I am eager to learn from your team of experienced 
professionals and contribute to the development of innovative, sustainable building designs. 
Thank you for considering my application. Please find my resume attached for your review. I 
look forward to the opportunity to discuss my qualifications in more detail. 
Sincerely, 
[Your Full Name] 
 

Mock Interviews and Feedback (20 minutes) Activity  
Objective: To provide participants with an opportunity to practice answering interview 
questions related to their green job skills and receive feedback from the facilitator and peers. 

Activity Instructions: 

1. Preparation (5 minutes): 
o Divide participants into pairs or small groups. 
o Provide each participant with a list of sample interview questions related to 

green job skills (see the suggested list below). 
o Ask participants to review the questions and think about how they would 

respond, focusing on their experiences, accomplishments, and skills related to 
green jobs. 

2. Mock Interviews (10 minutes): 
o Instruct participants to take turns playing the role of the interviewer and the 

interviewee. 
o The interviewer will ask the interviewee three to five questions from the 

provided list. 
o The interviewee should answer each question, highlighting their green job 

skills and experiences. 
o Encourage participants to practice active listening and maintain eye contact 

during the mock interviews. 
3. Feedback and Reflection (5 minutes): 



o After each mock interview, ask the interviewer and any other group members 
to provide constructive feedback to the interviewee, focusing on their 
responses, communication skills, and body language. 

o Encourage interviewees to reflect on the feedback they received and consider 
ways to improve their interview performance. 

Sample Interview Questions: 

1. Can you tell us about a project where you applied your knowledge of renewable 
energy technology or sustainable practices? 

2. How have you demonstrated resource efficiency or waste reduction in your previous 
work experience? 

3. What challenges have you faced when implementing green initiatives, and how did 
you overcome them? 

4. How do you stay up-to-date with the latest trends and developments in the green 
sector? 

5. Can you provide an example of a time when you successfully communicated complex 
environmental concepts to a non-expert audience? 

6. Describe a situation where you had to collaborate with a team to achieve a 
sustainability-related goal. 

7. How have you demonstrated leadership or initiative in promoting sustainable practices 
within an organization? 

By the end of this activity, participants will have practiced answering interview questions 
related to their green job skills and received valuable feedback from their peers. This 
experience will help them feel more confident and prepared for real-life job interviews in the 
green sector. 

  



Guidelines for Organizing an Internship 
Program in Green Companies 
Organizing an internship program in green companies can be a rewarding experience, both 
for the interns and the company. It provides an opportunity for young professionals to gain 
hands-on experience in the field of sustainability and environmental stewardship while 
contributing to the company's green initiatives. Here are some guidelines to help you 
successfully organize an internship program in green companies. 

1. Define your objectives 

Before starting the internship program, clearly define its purpose and objectives. Some 
common goals include: 

• Providing interns with practical experience in sustainable business practices 
• Fostering a culture of environmental responsibility within the company 
• Supporting the company's green initiatives by incorporating fresh ideas and 

perspectives from interns 

2. Identify suitable projects 

Identify projects or tasks that can benefit from the input of interns. These should be 
meaningful and challenging, allowing interns to learn and contribute to the company's goals. 
Examples of suitable projects include: 

• Conducting energy audits and identifying opportunities for energy efficiency 
improvements 

• Developing and implementing waste reduction strategies 
• Assisting in the creation of a sustainability report or environmental impact 

assessment 

3. Determine the program structure 

Decide on the duration, format, and schedule of the internship program. Consider the 
following factors: 

• The length of the internship (e.g., 3 months, 6 months, or 1 year) 
• Full-time or part-time commitments 
• Whether the internship will be paid or unpaid 
• Any required training or orientation sessions 
• The frequency of progress evaluations and feedback sessions 

4. Develop a selection process 



Establish a clear and transparent selection process for choosing interns. This may include: 

 

• Creating an online application form 
• Setting eligibility criteria (e.g., educational background, relevant experience, or 

interest in sustainability) 
• Conducting interviews or group assessments to evaluate candidates' skills, 

knowledge, and motivation 

5. Promote the program 

Advertise the internship program on various platforms, including: 

• College and university job boards 
• Social media channels 
• Green job websites and forums 
• Company website and newsletters 

6. Provide ongoing support and guidance 

Assign a mentor or supervisor to each intern to provide guidance, support, and feedback 
throughout the program. Encourage open communication and regular check-ins to ensure 
that interns are engaged and learning. 

7. Measure the program's success 

Evaluate the success of the internship program by setting measurable goals and tracking 
progress. This may include: 

• Interns' feedback and satisfaction with the program 
• The extent to which interns contributed to the company's green initiatives 
• The number of interns who secured permanent positions within the company or in 

the sustainability field 

8. Foster a positive work environment 

Create a welcoming and inclusive work environment where interns feel valued and 
supported. Encourage collaboration and knowledge sharing between interns and full-time 
employees. 

9. Offer networking opportunities 



Provide opportunities for interns to network with other professionals in the sustainability 
field, both within the company and externally. This could include attending industry events, 
workshops, or conferences. 

10. Recognize and reward achievements 

Acknowledge the hard work and contributions of interns by offering recognition and 
rewards. This may include: 

 

• Providing letters of recommendation 
• Offering opportunities for full-time employment 
• Presenting certificates of completion at the end of the program 

By following these guidelines, you can create a successful internship program that benefits 
both your green company and the next generation of sustainability leaders. 

 
 
 

Guidelines for Organizing an Internship 
Program in Schools and NGOs  

1. Define your objectives 

Before starting the internship program in a school or NGO focused on sustainability, 
environment, and circular economy, clearly define its purpose and objectives. Some common 
goals include: 

• Providing interns with hands-on experience in sustainable practices and environmental 
education  

• Fostering a culture of environmental responsibility within the school or NGO and its 
surrounding community  

• Supporting the organization's green initiatives by incorporating fresh ideas and perspectives 
from interns • Enhancing interns' understanding of the circular economy and its role in 
promoting sustainable development  

• Encouraging collaboration between the interns and the organization's staff, fostering a sense 
of teamwork and shared commitment to environmental stewardship  

• Developing future leaders in the field of sustainability, environment, and circular economy 
by equipping interns with the knowledge and skills necessary to drive positive change  



• Raising awareness about the importance of sustainability, environmental conservation, and 
the circular economy among the school or NGO's stakeholders and the broader community 

 

2. Identify suitable projects 

Identify projects or tasks that can benefit from the input of interns in a school or NGO 
focused on sustainability, environment, and circular economy. These should be meaningful 
and challenging, allowing interns to learn and contribute to the organization's goals. Examples 
of suitable projects include: 

• Conducting environmental audits and identifying opportunities for resource conservation 
and efficiency improvements within the school or NGO's facilities  

• Developing and implementing waste reduction and recycling strategies, including awareness 
campaigns and educational programs for students, staff, and community members  

• Assisting in the creation of a sustainability report or environmental impact assessment for 
the school or NGO, highlighting progress and areas for improvement  

• Designing and implementing environmental education programs and workshops for 
students, staff, and local community members  

• Supporting the development and execution of community-based projects related to 
sustainable agriculture, habitat restoration, or renewable energy  

• Researching and analyzing best practices in circular economy and proposing innovative 
solutions that can be implemented by the school or NGO  

• Collaborating with staff and external partners to develop grant proposals or fundraising 
campaigns to support the organization's sustainability initiatives 

 

3. Determine the program structure 

Decide on the duration, format, and schedule of the internship program for a school or NGO 
in the field of sustainability, environment, and circular economy. Consider the following 
factors: 

• The length of the internship (e.g., 3 months, 6 months, or 1 year) – This may depend on 
the organization's needs, project timelines, and the availability of interns. 

• Full-time or part-time commitments – Determine whether interns will be expected to 
work full-time or part-time, considering their other commitments such as school or 
employment. 



• Whether the internship will be paid or unpaid – Depending on the organization's budget 
and resources, decide if the internship will be paid, unpaid, or offer a stipend to cover 
expenses such as transportation and meals. 

• Any required training or orientation sessions – Plan and schedule training sessions to 
equip interns with the necessary knowledge and skills related to sustainability, environment, 
and circular economy concepts. Orientation sessions should also familiarize interns with the 
organization's mission, values, and expectations. 

• The frequency of progress evaluations and feedback sessions – Establish a regular schedule 
for evaluating interns' progress and providing constructive feedback. This can help ensure 
that both the interns and the organization are benefiting from the program and meeting 
their objectives. 

• Flexibility and remote work options – Consider offering flexible schedules and remote 
work options, especially if the internship involves research or tasks that do not require 
physical presence at the organization's facilities. 

By carefully planning the program structure, you can create an internship experience that 
meets the needs of both the organization and the interns, promoting a successful and 
mutually beneficial partnership. 

4. Develop a selection process 

Establish a clear and transparent selection process for choosing interns in a school or NGO 
focused on sustainability, environment, and circular economy. This may include: 

• Creating an online application form – Design a comprehensive application form that 
collects information about the applicants' educational background, relevant experience, and 
interest in sustainability, environment, and circular economy. Include questions that help 
assess their motivation and alignment with the organization's values and mission. 

A comprehensive application form for an internship in sustainability, environment, and 
circular economy may include the following sections and questions: 

Sample online application form 

Personal Information 

1. Full Name 
2. Email Address 
3. Phone Number 
4. Mailing Address 

Educational Background  

5. Name of current or most recent educational institution  



6. Degree program or major (if applicable)  

7. Graduation date or expected graduation date  

8. List any relevant coursework or certifications related to sustainability, environment, or 
circular economy 

Relevant Experience  

9. Please provide details of any previous internships, volunteer work, or projects related to 
sustainability, environment, or circular economy (include organization name, position/title, 
dates, and a brief description of your responsibilities)  

10. List any technical skills or software proficiency relevant to the internship (e.g., data 
analysis, GIS, project management tools) 

Interest in Sustainability, Environment, and Circular Economy  

11. In 300 words or less, describe your interest in the field of sustainability, environment, 
and circular economy, and how this internship aligns with your career goals.  

12. Provide an example of a sustainability initiative or project that you find inspiring and 
explain why. 

Motivation and Alignment with Organization's Values and Mission  

13. Why are you interested in interning with our organization? How do you feel your values 
and goals align with our mission?  

14. Describe a situation where you demonstrated commitment to sustainable practices or 
environmental conservation, either in your personal life or through previous work/volunteer 
experiences. 

Additional Materials (optional)  

15. Please upload a copy of your resume or CV.  

16. If applicable, provide a link to your online portfolio or samples of your work related to 
sustainability, environment, or circular economy. 

References  

17. Please provide contact information for two professional or academic references who can 
speak to your qualifications and suitability for this internship (name, title, organization, 
email, phone number). 



By including these questions and sections in the application form, you can gather 
comprehensive information about the applicants' background, experience, and motivation, 
helping you identify the most suitable candidates for your internship program. 

 

• Setting eligibility criteria – Define the minimum requirements for applicants, such as their 
educational background (e.g., currently enrolled in a related degree program or a recent 
graduate), relevant experience (e.g., previous internships or volunteer work in sustainability), 
or a demonstrated interest in the field of sustainability, environment, and circular economy. 

• Conducting interviews or group assessments – Schedule interviews or group assessment 
activities to evaluate candidates' skills, knowledge, and motivation. During the interviews, ask 
open-ended questions that allow candidates to showcase their understanding of sustainability 
concepts, problem-solving abilities, and interpersonal skills. Group assessments can involve 
collaborative tasks or case studies related to the organization's projects, providing insights 
into the candidates' teamwork and communication abilities. 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEW 

Here are some sample open-ended questions that can help candidates showcase their 
understanding of sustainability concepts, problem-solving abilities, and interpersonal skills: 

1. Can you describe a project or initiative where you applied sustainability principles to 
address an environmental challenge? What was the outcome? 

2. How do you define the concept of a circular economy, and why is it important for 
achieving sustainability goals? 

3. Tell us about a time when you had to solve a complex problem related to 
sustainability. What steps did you take to identify and implement a solution? 

4. In your opinion, what are the most pressing environmental issues facing our society 
today, and how can schools or NGOs contribute to addressing these challenges? 

5. Describe a situation where you had to collaborate with a diverse group of individuals 
to achieve a common goal related to sustainability. How did you ensure effective 
communication and teamwork? 

6. Can you share an example of a creative solution you proposed or implemented to 
reduce waste or conserve resources in a project or organization? 

7. How would you approach educating and engaging students or community members 
about the importance of sustainability, environmental conservation, and circular 
economy principles? 

8. Tell us about a time when you faced resistance or disagreement while promoting 
sustainable practices. How did you handle the situation and work towards a 
resolution? 

9. How do you stay informed about the latest developments and best practices in the field 
of sustainability, environment, and circular economy? Can you recommend any 
resources or strategies for staying up-to-date? 

10. In your experience, what are the key factors for successfully implementing and 
maintaining sustainable initiatives within an organization like a school or NGO? 



These questions can provide valuable insights into the candidates' knowledge, critical 
thinking, and communication skills, helping you identify the most suitable interns for your 
sustainability-focused internship program. 

 

• Reviewing references – Request references from applicants' previous employers, teachers, 
or mentors to gain insights into their work ethic, reliability, and potential fit within the 
organization. 

By implementing a thorough and transparent selection process, you can ensure that the chosen 
interns are well-suited to contribute to the organization's sustainability goals and benefit from 
the internship experience. 

To effectively advertise your internship program in sustainability, environment, and circular 
economy, consider the following suggestions for various platforms: 

 

College and University Job Boards 

1. Reach out to career centers at colleges and universities that offer relevant programs 
related to sustainability, environmental science, or circular economy. Request to 
have your internship posted on their job boards or shared with students through 
email newsletters. 

2. Attend or sponsor career fairs at these educational institutions, where you can 
directly engage with potential applicants and promote your internship program. 

3. Partner with faculty members or academic advisors who can recommend your 
internship to their students or include it in course materials as a potential 
opportunity. 

Social Media Channels 

4. Create visually appealing and informative posts about your internship program on 
your organization's social media channels (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 
Instagram). Use relevant hashtags and tag educational institutions to increase 
visibility. 

5. Encourage your employees, volunteers, and partners to share these posts within 
their networks to reach a wider audience of potential applicants. 

6. Utilize LinkedIn's job posting feature to target students and recent graduates 
interested in sustainability, environment, and circular economy. 

Green Job Websites and Forums 

7. Post your internship on dedicated green job websites and forums (e.g., GreenJobs, 
EnvironmentalCareer, or EcoJobs), which specialize in advertising opportunities in the 
sustainability and environmental sectors. 



8. Join online communities and discussion forums related to sustainability, 
environment, and circular economy, and share your internship program details with 
interested members. 

Company Website and Newsletters 

9. Create a dedicated page on your organization's website to showcase the internship 
program, including information about the application process, eligibility criteria, and 
benefits for interns. Ensure that the page is easily accessible and well-structured for 
user-friendly navigation. 

10. Include a call-to-action in your organization's newsletters, inviting readers to learn 
more about the internship program and encouraging them to share the opportunity 
with their networks. 

By implementing these advertising strategies across various platforms, you can increase the 
visibility of your internship program and attract a diverse pool of qualified candidates 
passionate about sustainability, environment, and circular economy. 

 

• Provide ongoing support and guidance 

Assign a mentor or supervisor to each intern to provide guidance, support, and feedback 
throughout the program. To encourage open communication and regular check-ins, ensuring 
that interns are engaged and learning, consider implementing the following methods: 

 

1. Orientation and goal-setting: Start the internship with an orientation session, 
introducing interns to the organization, their mentors, and fellow interns. Encourage 
mentors and interns to discuss their individual goals and expectations for the 
program, setting the foundation for a supportive relationship. 

2. Scheduled one-on-one meetings: Establish a routine for regular one-on-one 
meetings between mentors and interns, providing a dedicated time for discussing 
progress, addressing concerns, and sharing feedback. These meetings can be held 
weekly or biweekly, depending on the internship's duration and structure. 

3. Group check-ins: Organize periodic group check-ins with all interns and mentors, 
fostering a sense of community and facilitating the exchange of ideas, experiences, 
and best practices. This can also help identify common challenges and solutions 
across different projects or teams. 

4. Open-door policy: Encourage mentors and supervisors to maintain an open-door 
policy, welcoming interns to approach them with questions or concerns at any time. 
This can create a trusting and supportive environment, promoting open 
communication and continuous learning. 

5. Skill development workshops: Arrange workshops or training sessions focused on 
specific skills or topics relevant to the interns' projects and career aspirations. Involve 
mentors in the planning and delivery of these sessions, further strengthening the 
mentor-intern relationship. 



6. Peer-to-peer support: Create opportunities for interns to collaborate, share 
knowledge, and support each other through group projects, presentations, or 
informal gatherings. This can enhance their learning experience and foster a sense of 
camaraderie among the cohort. 

7. Feedback and evaluation: Implement a structured process for providing constructive 
feedback and evaluating interns' performance, using both formal assessments and 
informal conversations. Encourage mentors to celebrate successes, address areas for 
improvement, and discuss future goals with their interns. 

By providing ongoing support and guidance through these methods, you can ensure that 
interns feel valued, engaged, and empowered to contribute to the organization's 
sustainability initiatives while gaining valuable skills and experiences for their future careers. 

 

Sample Internship Feedback and Satisfaction Questionnaire 

Pease take a few minutes to complete this questionnaire, as your feedback is valuable in 
helping us improve our internship program. Your responses will be kept confidential. 

Section 1: Personal Information 

1. Internship start and end dates: 
2. Department or project you were assigned to: 

Section 2: Internship Experience 

3. On a scale of 1-10 (1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest), how would you rate 
your overall satisfaction with the internship program? 

4. What aspects of the internship did you find most rewarding or enjoyable? 
5. Were there any challenges or difficulties you faced during the internship? If so, 

please describe them. 

Section 3: Contribution to Green Initiatives 

6. Please list the green initiatives or projects you were involved in during your 
internship. 

7. How do you feel your contributions impacted the success of these initiatives? Please 
provide specific examples if possible. 

8. Were there any skills or experiences you gained during the internship that you 
believe will be valuable for future work in sustainability or environmental projects? 

Section 4: Professional Development and Opportunities 

9. Did you secure a permanent position within the company or in the sustainability field 
after completing the internship? If yes, please provide details (e.g., job title, company 
name). 



10. To what extent do you believe the internship experience contributed to securing this 
position? Please explain. 

Section 5: Mentorship and Support 

11. How would you rate the support and guidance provided by your mentor or 
supervisor during the internship (1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest)? 

12. Please share any specific feedback about your mentor or supervisor, including their 
strengths and areas for improvement. 

Section 6: Suggestions for Improvement 

13. What changes or improvements would you recommend for the internship program 
to better support interns' learning and professional development? 

14. Are there any additional green initiatives or projects you would have liked to be 
involved in during your internship? 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Your feedback is greatly 
appreciated and will help us enhance our internship program for future participants. 

 
 
 
SAMPLE RECOMMENDATION LETTER 

[Your Name] [Your Title] [Your Organization] [Address] [City, State, Zip Code] [Email 
Address] [Phone Number] [Date] 

[Recipient's Name] [Recipient's Title] [Recipient's Organization] [Address] [City, State, Zip 
Code] 

Dear [Recipient's Name], 

I am writing to wholeheartedly recommend [Applicant's Name] for [Position or Opportunity] 
with your [Organization or Program]. As [Your Relationship to the Applicant, e.g., their 
supervisor or professor] at [Your Organization or Institution], I have had the pleasure of 
observing [Applicant's Name]'s growth and development over the past [Timeframe, e.g., two 
years]. I can confidently say that they possess the skills, dedication, and passion required to 
excel in this role. 

During their time at [Your Organization or Institution], [Applicant's Name] demonstrated 
exceptional [List Relevant Skills, e.g., problem-solving, communication, and leadership 
abilities]. They were always eager to take on new challenges and consistently delivered high-
quality results. One project that stands out is [Briefly Describe a Specific Project or Task the 
Applicant Completed, Highlighting Their Contributions and Impact]. This experience 
showcased [Applicant's Name]'s ability to [Describe Relevant Qualities, e.g., think critically, 
work collaboratively, and adapt to changing circumstances]. 



In addition to their impressive technical skills, [Applicant's Name] also possesses a strong 
work ethic and a genuine commitment to [Specific Field or Cause, e.g., environmental 
conservation]. They are highly motivated, detail-oriented, and able to manage multiple tasks 
effectively. Moreover, [Applicant's Name] has consistently displayed a positive attitude and 
an ability to collaborate well with team members, making them a valuable asset to any 
organization. 

Based on my experience working with [Applicant's Name], I am confident that they will make 
a significant contribution to your [Organization or Program]. I wholeheartedly recommend 
[Applicant's Name] for the [Position or Opportunity] and believe they will not only meet but 
exceed your expectations. 

Please feel free to contact me at [Your Email Address] or [Your Phone Number] if you 
require any additional information or have any questions about [Applicant's Name]'s 
qualifications. 

Sincerely, 

 

[Your Name] [Your Title] 

 

Sample YouthPass certificate, please find the template below: 

 
 

[Organization or Program Name] 

 

Certificate of Achievement 
This is to certify that 

 

[Participant's Full Name] 
has successfully completed the 

 

YouthPass Program 



 

in 

 

[Field or Area of Focus, e.g., Environmental Sustainability] 

 

Date: [Completion Date, e.g., June 30, 2022] 

 

[Organization's Logo] 

 

[Signature of Program Coordinator or Director] 
[Name of Program Coordinator or Director] [Title, e.g., Program Coordinator or Director] 

 

[Signature of Participant's Mentor or Supervisor] 
[Name of Participant's Mentor or Supervisor] [Title, e.g., Mentor or Supervisor] 

 
 
 
 

Internship Report Template 

[NGO Name] 

Internship Program Report 
[Internship Duration: Start Date - End Date] 

Table of Contents 
1. Introduction 



2. Program Objectives 
3. Intern Selection and Orientation 
4. Internship Activities and Projects 
5. Skills and Knowledge Development 
6. Challenges and Solutions 
7. Intern Feedback and Evaluation 
8. Conclusion 
9. Recommendations 

1. Introduction 
Provide a brief overview of the NGO's internship program, including the number of interns, 
their roles, and the departments or projects they were assigned to. 

2. Program Objectives 
Outline the objectives the NGO aimed to achieve through the internship program, such as 
capacity building, promoting awareness of the NGO's mission, and providing valuable work 
experience for interns. 

3. Intern Selection and Orientation 
Describe the process of selecting interns, including the criteria used for selection and any 
orientation or training provided to them at the beginning of their internships. 

 

4. Internship Activities and Projects 
Discuss the tasks and activities completed by the interns during their internships, detailing the 
projects they worked on, their specific responsibilities, and any accomplishments. Provide 
examples where possible. 

 

4.1 Project 1 

4.1.1 Intern Responsibilities 

4.1.2 Accomplishments 

4.2 Project 2 

4.2.1 Intern Responsibilities 

4.2.2 Accomplishments 



(Add more sections as needed) 

 

5. Skills and Knowledge Development 
Examine the skills and knowledge gained by the interns during their internship, such as 
technical, interpersonal, or problem-solving skills. Explain how these skills will be beneficial 
for the interns' future careers and the NGO's mission. 

6. Challenges and Solutions 
Describe any challenges faced by the interns or the NGO during the internship period and the 
solutions implemented or proposed to overcome them. 

7. Intern Feedback and Evaluation 
Summarize the feedback received from interns regarding their internship experience, 
including their satisfaction levels, recommendations for improvement, and any notable 
achievements. 

8. Conclusion 
Reflect on the overall success of the internship program, considering the impact it had on both 
the NGO and the interns' personal and professional growth. 

9. Recommendations 
Provide suggestions for improving the internship program in the future, based on the feedback 
received from interns and the NGO's own observations. 
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